KS3 years 7 and 8
Year 7
Skills Developed in a range of topics are
 Listening
 Speaking
 Reading


Writing

Content
Term 1

Term1.1

Topic











Term 1.2

Grammar
Meeting people
 Using the pronouns je and tu
School objects and the alphabet
 Using un/une
Counting up to 20
 Using avoir for age
Talking about the classroom
 Giving the date
Saying what colour things are
 Using le/la
 Making adjectives agree
Talking about brothers and sisters
 The verb avoir
Talking about your family
 Possessive adjectives: mon/ma/mes
Talking about your pets
 Plurals
Describing yourself and others
 Singular adjective agreement
Talking about hair and eyes.
 Plural adjective agreement

Term 2

Term2.1

Term 2.2

Topic







Talking about where you live
Describing your home
Describing your bedroom
Talking about what you do in the
evening
Telling the time
Asking about places in a town

Grammar
 The verb habiter
 Prepositions
 The pronoun on
 The pronouns ils/elles



Asking a question






Asking for directions
Where you are and where your
are going
Expressing opinion
Ordering snacks and drink




Asking for directions
Using the preposition à

Term3
Term3.1

Term 3.2

Topic











Morning routine
School subjects
Opinion and reason
My timetable
What you do after school
Sports and games
Musical instruments
Expressing opinion
Leisure
Going on holidays

Grammar
 Reflexive verbs
 The pronouns nous
 Intensifiers and connectives
 The erb faire






Jouer à
Jouer de
Aimer + the infinitive
On peut+ the infinitive
aller +the infinitive

Year 8
Skills Developed through a range of topics are:

Content
Term 1

Term1.1

Term 1.2

Topic










talking about yourself
talking about families
talking about jobs
where people live
describing the weather
What you like doing
Sports you do
What you do with friends

Grammar
 Using the pronouns je/tu
 The pronuns il/elle
 Masculine/feminine nouns
 Using depuis
 Complex sentences




J’aime+ the infinitive
Je joue/ je fais
The pronoun nous




TV programmes
What you and your friends did



The perfect tense

Term 2

Term2.1

Term 2.2

Topic
 Making and reacting to
invitations
 Making excuses
 Clothes
 Where you went
 Opinion about food
 Preparing for a party
 Buying food
 At the restaurant

Grammar
 Modal verbs
 Adjectival agreement
 Comparatives
 The perfect tense





The definite article
Partitive article
Il faut +the infinitive
Using de before quantities

Term3
Term3.1

Term 3.2

Topic










countries and languages
holidays
describing a holiday centre
a holiday destination
a past holiday
Friends
Pocket money
Technology
Holidays

Grammar
 prepositions à/ en
 question words
 the perfect tense





Comparative adjectives
Negatives
The conditional

